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SEX and the
STEEL CITY

frustration that accompanies LD
relationships — in which case it is
wise to stock up on a variety of sex
A few weeks ago, when my boy- toys — but the sort of frustration
friend was in town, he and I decided that leaves your feelings toxic.
It becomes easy
to watch Going the Distance. We’re
not particular fans of clichéd roman- to bicker and butt heads with your
tic comedies, although we admit- partner, because you are apart. It
tedly have a soft spot for feel-good seems that having a relationship
films. So what made this movie so through your phone or computer
special? It wasn’t the quirky one- makes for lonesomeness.
Really though, if you
liners, the happily-ever-after finale;
it was the portrayal of long distance wanted a relationship with a tech
device you would’ve refrained from
relationships.
Whether you’ve seen all sort of social interaction and
Going the Distance or not, feelings mimicked the life of some reputassociated with being in a long dis- able nerd-type character. Bill Nye,
tance relationship are all too simi- anyone?
All jokes aside
lar.  Distances vary;
though, how do you
cities, countries, or
tolerate the distance
continents may sep”Maybe for some, factor? It’s a jourarate you, but it’s
it’s not so much a ney, and a seemingall relative. There is
one common point
fairy tale. In either ly impossible one at
that.
of comparison with
case, you keep on
But, it’s one that
all LD relationships: there’s no going, taking it day- requires a leap of
cookbook method, by-day, some more faith, and, while
there can be no deand let no one tell
difficult than others, termining how it
you otherwise.
I’m sure but unquestionably will turn out, however, it’s one worth
for most in a LD
worth it.”
taking. Of course,
relationship,
it
you’ll never know
wouldn’t be your
first choice to be apart from one what could have been if you never
another. In fact, if it was up to you, try.
So, maybe it’s knowing
you’d prefer to be within walking
distance of your significant other. that you’ve found your one true
And, yet, what keeps us ploughing love, and that there’s no sense in
breaking it off as you’ll eventually
on through?
As if seeing couples on spend the rest of your life together,
campus isn’t bad enough — what so what’s the point in causing unwith the hand-holding, the romantic necessary heartbreak?
Or, maybe for some, it’s
gazing, and all other forms of public
displays of affection — sometimes not so much a fairy tale. In either
it can feel like it’s all too much to case, you keep on going, taking it
handle, and it’s all too easy to feel day-by-day, some more difficult
like it can be too difficult to cope than others, but unquestionably
with. Feelings of desperation often worth it.
As I said, there’s no cuttake their toll, and we can start to
feel bitter, even resentful, that we and-dry way to deal with LD relacan’t be side by side with the person tionships.
But good friends, a busy
whom we love so much, simply beschedule, and, a carton of chocolate
cause of distance.
Additionally, frustration is ice cream, can all be great coping
another foe to all LD relationships. methods. Companionship outside of
I’m not just speaking of the sexual your relationship, like a friend, for
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Sometimes the distance may feel daunting, but remember it’s only temporary.
something for you no one else can,
example, is a defiant aid in dealing to-do coping technique.
Allowing yourself to take whether this be mentally, emotionwith those feelings of angst.
Generally, friends are there time for you, if only momentarily, ally, or spiritually — and you can
to, well, be a friend, and sometimes may take your mind off of the dis- bet physically, once you’re finally
that means lending you a shoulder tance factor, which can definitely together.
And, as nauseated as
to cry on, metaphorically and lit- help get you through the roughest
some of you will soon feel upon
of times.
erally speaking.
Let’s face it, if you’re in a reading this: love really knows no
And, not that running
away from your feelings is ever relationship with someone despite boundaries. So, if you’re going the
a good idea, but keeping a busy the distance, then it can’t be all distance, take light in the fact that
schedule, particularly with school that bad. Yeah, distance is a bitch, you’re not alone, and don’t let those
and whatever else, is another easy- but chances are that person does rotten feelings get the best of you.

